SOCIAL JUSTICE SUMMIT 2020!
DEMANDING RADICAL REFORM: JUSTICE NOW!!!

FEATURED SPEAKER:
ASAO B. INOUE

Fri, March 6th
1-2:15pm
Kate Buchanan Room
How Can A University Be Antiracist and Address White Supremacy?

FACULTY WORKSHOP
Fri, March 6th
3-4:30pm
Center for Teaching & Learning
Reconsidering Rubrics and Writing Expectations in Inclusive Writing Assignments

Asao B. Inoue is Professor and Associate Dean of the College of Integrative Sciences and Arts at Arizona State University. He is the 2019 Chair of the Conference on College Composition and Communication.

For more information or accommodations please contact the DHSI School of Education at (707) 826-5870 or Corrina.Wells@humboldt.edu